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.Iisc lies in the perSymphony. Som.rding introduction,

lient contrast for

warm and bright soun/

radiate an altogether s
The Menuetto is handl
unfussily. There is no e.
in Bernstein's versiot't oh r
(coupled with Haydn's No. l,-.. .,.,
exuberance of the Finale grows; the
strings and woodwinds swell with unbounded energy, and the final notes
sound with triumph.
Unfortunately, the chemistry did not
transfer to the Symphony in G Major.
Here the sound of the strings is anemic.
They seem to skim the surface rather
than dig incisively into the music's
riches. The beautiful, elegiac slow movement suffers from sagging rhythm and
limp tempos; the music seems to Plod
without much charm. Even the ominous
drum rolls seem lackluster and not very
foreboding. The latter two movements
improve but the military f lavor is rather
faint and its overall impression unconvincing. Bernstein here is refreshing; although his orchestra sounds slightly
larger, he keeps the music moving with
an inner momentum. There is a brighter
sheen to his strings and, of course, the
ever dependable New York Philharmonic
woodwinds (this disc is coupled with
No. 99). Although these works are popular, the only album in stereo with the
identical coupling is a Philips recording
featuring Marriner and the St. Martin's
Academy. The digital sound appears
not at all at work in the Military. ln
fact the noticeable absence of "bite" in
the recording is a serious drawback. The
reverse side is marginally better, though
not nearly enough. Surfaces are quiet.
Though the Mostly Mozart Festival Orchestra may not be in the same league
as other ensembles, this disc is worth a
listen for the Drum Roll.
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HOLDRIDGE: 'Concerto for Violin
and Orchestra No. 2; Symphonic Suite
from the Opera "Lazarus and His Beloved"
Glen Dicterow, violin; The London Symphony Orchestra; Lee Holdridge, conductor
Varese Sarabande VCDM 1000.40
(digital), $15.00

This record has been produced in two

to be played
at 33a rpm, and the other, which I review here, at 45 rpm. The purpose, I
suppose, is to enable the listeners, who
can afford both versions, to hear for
themselves the sonic advantages of the
45 rpm pressing. I am unable to com-

versions, one of which is

ment on this battle of the speeds since
I have only the one version to review.
Lee Holdridge is, I think, best known
for his film music: Jonathan Livingston
Seagull, Winterhawk, The Other Side of
the Mountain, Part 2, amongst them.
However, like another well-known composer of f ilm music, John Williams, he
has also written a number of works for
the concert stage. This record contains

two of those works.

Striking moments in Holdridge's
concerto includc the dramatic
opening, with its low growls
from timpani and brass, ond the
attractil,e dialogue for soloist
and harp in the slor movement.

The Second Violin Concerto was
composed during "1977-78 in response
to a commission from Mehli Mehta for
the American Youth Orchestra. The concerto contains some lovely (l choose
that word deliberately) music that is

t7

reminiscent of Barber's Violin Concerto

but without the latter's easy lyricism.
Striking moments in Holdridge's concerto include the dramatic opening, with
its low growls from timpani and brass,
and the attractive dialogue for soloist
and harp in the slow movement.
I am firmly convinced that the use of
digital techniques in their current form
constitute a decisive step backwards in
the veracity of recorded sound. Digital
recording seems to me to be at its worst
in trying to capture the sound of high
strings, and of a solo violin in particular.
One only has to hear the thin, poverty
stricken reproduction of the violin, as
though the nap has worn from the
sound, to know that in digital recording
the listening public is being cheated. As
usual though, the brass sound exciting
enough, but this is no compensation for
truly musical sonic reproduction.
Dicterow plays the concerto cleanly
and accurately, but without projecting
a strong musical personality.

afterglow of romanticism, with hints of
Respighi in the concluding section. The
performance by Holdridge and the London Symphony Orchestra is beguiling
and warmly played.

t8

so leisurely that he

HOLST:

Haitink, Marriner, P;
and Rattle were not
parisons when this r
Those who are fa

The Planets, Op. 32

New England Conservatory Chorus;
Lorna Cooke Devaron, chorus master;
Boston Symphony Orchestra; Seili Ozawa,

conductor

will immedi
,ratalogs
.
that the above listed
Mobile Fidelity is on

Philips 9500 782, $9.98

'
HOLST:

The Planets, Op. 32

Ladies of the London Philharmonic

Choir; London Philharmonic Orchestra;
Sir Georg Solti, conductor
Mobile Fidelity MFSL 1-510, $14.95

And so they come. Ever more issues
and reissues of Gustav Holst's suite of
astronomical/astrological portrayals of
the seven planets of our then-known
solar system, excluding Earth. Sir
Adrian Boult has long owned this territory, though he was recently challenged
quite successfully by Sir Alexander

;

especially compared
own recorded perfo,
people could be qui,
one of the recording'

IFAN PAYNE

Gibson's digital recording of The Planets
with the Scottish National Orchestra.
It should be pointed out that Sir Adrian
gave the first performance, a private
one, of this work in September of 1918
and has recorded it some five (!) times

The Symphonic Suite is taken from
an opera based on the play Lazarus and
his Beloved by Kahlil Gibran. The music
is neo-Straussian, suffused in the warm

fine performances. I
good than others (B'

The attractive music that is well
played on this disc would constitute a
real treasure of a record were it issued
on a bargain label. At more than full
price, however, the music may not get
the wide hearing that it deserves.

premium price, halfsi
reissued f rom other r
case, London. Sir Ge
made many people cr
sonic excellence whe
issued. Here the surfa

by far, to the origina
silent. The recording,
range, has become ev
etched with definitio;
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organ pedal passages
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formance is at its pea
where his taut contrc
gradual climax to the
bells in midmovemerr
is often too fearsomt-'
of course, also is britl

since then. Certain companies have also

dling. The fade out

sought to obtain monopoly status with
Philips providing three recordings in the
last ten years (Marriner. Haitink, Ozawa),
Decca/London issuing five (Hermann,
Mehta, Solti, Sargent, Karajan), while
British EMI has had no fewer than seven
(Sargent, two Boult, Previn, Loughran,
Rattle, and Holst, himself ). Add to these
the offerings of other companies, and
w€ see that Gustav Holst has certainly
received his due from the phonograph
in this instance. Most are remarkably

end of "Neptune" is
The feeling is enhanc,
silence of the pressinr:

All performances [,
son to the composer's
in two movements, "-l
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cording is worth its ct
phile for whom cost i
pursuit of sonic excel
wanting solid musical
other recordings that
ing, though this one ir

composers in whom Kapp has con-

fidence. Like the other companies
mentioned, Serenus is a one-man
operation; Kapp's collection of composers from Eastern Europe as well as
America has provided a considerable
addition to the record listener's knowledge of the works of a well-chosen
group of composers, most of whom
employ mainstream styles in a variety

. The main theme
ased

on the same

his song Komm

. May), which he
Iter. Admittedly,
ry this move-

of ways.
Meyer Kupferman was perhaps the
first of Paul Kapp's enthusiasms, and
Kapp has remained faithful to him

in resists the
J can, and he
lis only compe,.:rorn Brendel,

throughout a number of procedural
style changes over the years, producing no less than ten discs all or partly
devoted to this composer. The present
one contains a side's worth of music
for solo oboe. Only in lnfinities l9
do we hear an instrument besides the
oboe, and it is to Roseman's credit
that the sound is never dull, and to

Kupferman's that the mu-'"-"
full of variety and life'
is a series of five sho
the pianist is an eqt

'n "Paradig
'ieces for

Oboe
Sensations)

rcello; Yitkin
,'lonald Roseman,
(in Kupfermanl

-

music concise, almc

lst of certain
ies serving
nposers,

rr

toire that
such depth
r state-

J

consisting of two trac
ing, prerecorded by the F
vrhat Kupferman calls "mirror" technique. This is a one-movement fantasy
lasting ten minutes (the longest Kupferman piece presented here) in a broadly
spacious style giving us the sonic treat
of hearing three oboes playing in har.lony, a piquant sound. Sensatlons is a
solo piece employing "circular breath-

ing,"

a

tion fails to justify a composition of
this length. Still, the sounds are pleasant,
the playing emotional and dramatic.
The finger cymbals tend to splash in
this recording, overloading the grooves.
Otherwise, the recording is typical of
Serenus, somewhat lacking in bass response, but with plenty of music to a
side.

DAVID W. MOORE

'^rise

r'8,

style at times. lllusit

98

;ne of the
in the West,
,v. Such proage of women

-

Christ is represented by the cello, while
Satan is portrayed by a set of finger
cymbals, played by the pianist. Eight
scenes are included, but the impression
left by the music is that of a twentyfive-minute continuous rhapsody. There
is a good deal of interesting sonic and
melodic expression here, but the predominantly monophonic style and a
lack of evident architectural organiza-

technique Roseman has made

ORNSTEIN: Strrng Ouartet No.3
The New Boston Ouartet (Daniel Stepner,
violin; Sophie Vilker, violin; Ronald Carbone,
viola; Lynn Nowels, violoncello)
Serenus SRS 12089, $6.98

Leo Ornstein is a pianist and composer
who was born in Kremenchug, southwest Russia, in either 1895 as the reference books state, or in 1892 as the notes
on this record maintain. He settled in
the United States in 1906 or 1907, and
in 1920 he became the head of the
Piano Department of the Philadelphia
Academy of Music. Subsequently he
established the Ornstein School of Music
in Philadelphia, which he ran until his

something of a speciality. The "endless
tone" aspect of the work is handled
tastefully, is not overused, and the work's
meditative character creates a beautiful
reverie full of variety and warmth.
Alfred Nieman is an English composer,
born in 1913, whose music here has a

retirement in 1953.
But the composer has not retired
from writing music as this Ouartet,
written in 1976, testifies. The reference
books describe Ornstein's early music as
"'wildly' modern." and "shatteringly
discordant," and the composer himself

,sic oy those

visionary but improvisatory intensity.

as a

n
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"stormy petrel."
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lf your tastes in music are such that
you are likely to be put off by the use
of such epithets, do not let it prevent
you from listening to this record. The
music is indeed difficult, but it is far
from being wild or shatteringly discordant. I would characterize the music
of the Third Ouartet as being postSzymanowskian modern romantic. Certainly at first hearing the character of
the music appears to be insistently and
unrelentlessly neurotic and driven, but

it

is worth persevering.

On repeated listening, it becomes
apparent that the first movement, an
allegro resoluto (this is my characterization since none of the movements are
labeled) is rich in romantic fragments,
and that one repeated yearning motif is
particularly memorable. The second

movement lmoderato) is filigreed with
wisps of delicate melodies like some
half-forgotten reminiscences of Vaughan
Williams. The final movement is a highly
charged, rhythmic allegro vivace.

be ranged vertically above each other.
I thought for a while that this might be
a mono record. But otherwise the quality of the sound does justice to the
music and there are excellent, unsigned,

Three early song
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for the first time. T
by J. P. Contamine
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liner notes on the composer, music
and performers.
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sad music at the ag'
two songs from a n
play to be acted by
Satie composed apr

IFAN PAYNE

PERGOLESI: Concerto Di Violino
Solo Con Pii Stromenti (Sonata in
B Flat For Violin, Strings,and
Continuo); Concerto a Cinque in F
For Violin, Strings, and Continuo
(See Van Wassenaer)

SATIE: La Diva

de l'Empire;
Gnossienne No. 2; Le Piccadilly;
Three Songs.' Les Anges, Les Fleurc,

tf

music at the age of
he had recovered h;
Of more interest, fr
Debussy's Melisand'
MCdiivale, written '
ous salute to the fl;'
written (one wondr'

satiric intent) for

a

Sylvie; Je Te Veux (piano); Elegie;

Hymne: Salut Drapeau!; Chanson,'
Tendrement; Piices Froides: Airs d
faire fuir No. 2; Chanson MCdidvale;
Poudre d'Or; Two Songs from
Genevidve de Brabant: Air de
Genevidve, Petit Air; Gymnopddie
No. 1; Je Te Veux (song); Vexations
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Merie! Dickinson, mezzo soprano;
Peter Dickinson, piano

D

difficult,
but is far from being wild or
The music is indeed

shat t eringly dis cordant.

Perhaps the initial

difficulty with

appreciating this work is in part the
fault of the performers. The New
Boston Ouartet play with security and
conviction, but they appear to be playing at a constant forte. lt would help
the music considerably were they to
be a little more yielding, dynamically
speaking.

There is not much stereo separation
to the sound, the musicians appear to

24

Unicorn RHS 338, $11.98

The record's title, An Erik Satie
Enterta i n ment, is disarmin g. Presumably one will be able to forget, for the

time being, the controversy about
Satie's position as a "serious" composer
and simply enjoy a selection of his
light, witty, satirical piano music and
songs. But the title is misleading. Only
about half the pieces presented here
are genuinely "entertaining," or-even
taking into account Satie's peculiar
sense of humor-meant to be; the rest
are familiar piano pieces, Rosicrucian
ritual music, and juvenilia. Some

listeners may find all of this music
amusing, some may be bored by all of

it;chacun d son goit.
American Record Guide
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.e from a company that

nntion and support.

performed in a sort of generalized

One masterpiece, one fun piece and a
make-weight make strange vinyl-fel lows.
ln the hands of more sensitive performers the program could have turned
out to have been interesting in its

Brahmsian manner.
Kremer lacks the wit and light touch
needed for the variations on Mozart's
hit single. Menuhin and KemPff on
DG 2530205 play the work with warmth
and affection as well as with sparkle
when needed. They never overpower
the work, a characteristic that is evident
in Kremer's playing.
Elena Kremer's piano accomPaniment is comPetent enough but the
music cries out for a greater delicacy
and sensitivity of touch.
The front of the record sleeve lists
the music in the order: Schubert,
Beethoven, Mozart. The liner notes
discuss the music in the order: Beethoven, Schubert, Mozart; and the back
of the sleeve lists the order as Schubert,
Mozart, Beethoven. I think that covers

variety.

all of the

SCHUBERT: Fantasia in C. Ap.
Posth. 159, D. 934; F RANZ MOZART:
Grande Sonate in E, Op. l9;

BEETHOVEN: Twelve Variations
on "Se Vuol Ballare, " WoO 40
Gidon Kremer, violin; Elena Kremer,
piano
Philips 9500 904, $9.98

From his failure to capture the
hushed tones of the first page of the

it

bases.

world of this delightful work from
Beethoven's early years (1792), and the
world of the mature Fantasia from
Schubert's penultimate year (1827 l.
Yet Kremer appears to perceive no difference between them, and both are
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Smithers and ct
noble and altog
of the music.
Take for exr'

is clear

piece. Sergiu Luca's recently released
performance on Nonesuch H-71370 is
much preferable.
Franz Mozart's Grande Sonate is
indeed grand enough, and has an attractive andantino and a spirited final
allegro vivo, but even though this is
the only version that is currently avallable, Kremer's earthbound performance
does not constitute a reason for recommending the record as a whole.
The problem of Kremer's performances is highlighted by his treatment
of the Beethoven Variations. There is a
considerable difference between the

1f

"committed

IFAN PAYNE

that Kremer
does not have the tonal, and rhythmic
magic necessary for Schubert's masterFantasia onward,

Don Smithers

Two Centuries

sonatas, both

of Trumpet

ZELENKA:. Cavalry Fanfare No. 5,'
SCHMELZER: Baltetto d Cavatto;
HEINRICH BIBER: Sonata i 5, No.4;
Sonata d z; cA.aL BIBER: Two Sonatas;
MOZART: Two Divertimentos (K. 187

and 188); ALTENBURG: Concerto
Cla ri n

i

7

i con Tympanr,' VEJVANOVSKY;

$nata I taIica;

Serenade

Don Smithers, trumpet; Clarion Consort;
Ton Koopman, conductor
Philips 6769 056, 2 LPs $19.96

;
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thoroughly cha

This is an outstanding album in every
way. The compositions are worthy but
rarely heard; f irst-rate performances
bring them to life with an accurate
feeling for style; the engineering and
surfaces are exemplary; and the liner

manner, with a
flutes (who are

notes agreeably com bine scholarship
and promotion. A minor fault perhaps
is that more participants should have
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